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Future of Power Electronics and the Earth

Working Together for a Greener Society

Sanken STR Pro
Off-line Converter Design Support Tool

Sanken STR Pro

SANKEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 

AC/DC converter design support tool
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01. What Is Sanken STR Pro?

Here’s how we can help you:
Get our Sanken STR Pro

This design support tool will fix your problems!

 I need to finish my project much faster.
 It always takes me too long to choose a part. 
 I’ve found it difficult to design a transformer.

Do you have any trouble designing a power supply?
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02. Very Simple and Easy to Use

You only have to enter your power 
supply specs and click Calculate.

Circuit Diagram Transformer Spec SheetBill of Materials

Sanken STR Pro auto-creates 
a circuit diagram, bill of 
materials, and transformer spec 
sheet.
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03. Why Sanken STR Pro? — How It Outperforms the Rest

👍👍 Our Proven Know-how at Your Fingertips

Inexperienced with designing a power supply? Sanken STR Pro offers you our long-
standing design expertise. You will be able to easily design what you wish.

👍👍 Design Data in a Manufacturer-supported Format*

Leave your laborious tasks to Sanken STR Pro! 
Sanken STR Pro auto-calculates the parameters of a transformer and the constants of 
peripheral parts that are ideal for your project.

👍👍 Automated Transformer Design and Parts Selection

Sanken STR Pro auto-creates a transformer spec sheet directly submittable to 
transformer manufacturers (e.g., Sanshin Electric). Your design-to-prototype process 
will be more time-saving.

* Modifications to the design data may be required per manufacturer.
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04. Supported Products

Series Part Number VDSS
(Min.)

RDS(ON)
(Max.)

fOSC(AVG)
(Typ.)

Standby 
Operating Point 

Adjustment

Brown-in / 
Brown-out

AC Input 
High-voltage 

Protection (HVP)

Overvoltage Prot. (OVP)
Thermal Shutdown (TSD) Package

STR6A100xV
STR6A100xVD

STR6A153MV
650 V 1.9 Ω 65 kHz ✓ ー ー

Latched
DIP8

STR6A153MVD Auto-restart

STR6A168HV

700 V

10 Ω

100 kHz ✓ ー ー

Latched

DIP8

STR6A168HVD 10 Ω Auto-restart

STR6A169HVD ６ Ω Auto-restart

STR6A161HV 3.95 Ω Latched

STR6A161HVD 3.95 Ω Auto-restart

STR6A100HZ

STR6A169HZ

700 V

6 Ω

100 kHz ー ✓ ー Latched DIP8STR6A161HZ 3.95 Ω

STR6A163HZ 2.3 Ω

STR6S161HXD STR6S161HXD 700 V 3.95 Ω 100 kHz ー ✓ ✓ Auto-restart SOIC16

Sanken STR Pro Special Page

Go to the special page and download it now!

https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A153MV
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A153MVD
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A168HV
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A168HVD
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A169HVD
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A161HV
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A161HVD
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A169HZ
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A161HZ
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6A163HZ
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/ctrl/en/product/category/AcDcConverter/detail/?product=STR6S161HXD
https://www.semicon.sanken-ele.co.jp/en/support/pwm/SankenSTRPro/index.html
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Important Notes

All data, illustrations, graphs, tables and any other information included in this document (the 
“Information”) as to Sanken’s products listed herein (the “Sanken Products”) are current as of the 
date this document is issued. The Information is subject to any change without notice due to 
improvement of the Sanken Products, etc. Please make sure to confirm with a Sanken sales 
representative that the contents set forth in this document reflect the latest revisions before use.
The Sanken Products are intended for use as components of general purpose electronic 

equipment or apparatus (such as home appliances, office equipment, telecommunication 
equipment, measuring equipment, etc.). Prior to use of the Sanken Products, please put your 
signature, or affix your name and seal, on the specification documents of the Sanken Products 
and return them to Sanken. When considering use of the Sanken Products for any applications 
that require higher reliability (such as transportation equipment and its control systems, traffic 
signal control systems or equipment, disaster/crime alarm systems, various safety devices, etc.), 
you must contact a Sanken sales representative to discuss the suitability of such use and put your 
signature, or affix your name and seal, on the specification documents of the Sanken Products 
and return them to Sanken, prior to the use of the Sanken Products. The Sanken Products are not 
intended for use in any applications that require extremely high reliability such as: aerospace 
equipment; nuclear power control systems; and medical equipment or systems, whose failure or 
malfunction may result in death or serious injury to people, i.e., medical devices in Class III or a 
higher class as defined by relevant laws of Japan (collectively, the “Specific Applications”). 
Sanken assumes no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any and all damages and losses that 
may be suffered by you, users or any third party, resulting from the use of the Sanken Products in 
the Specific Applications or in manner not in compliance with the instructions set forth herein.
In the event of using the Sanken Products by either (i) combining other products or materials or 

both therewith or (ii) physically, chemically or otherwise processing or treating or both the same, 
you must duly consider all possible risks that may result from all such uses in advance and 
proceed therewith at your own responsibility.
Although Sanken is making efforts to enhance the quality and reliability of its products, it is 

impossible to completely avoid the occurrence of any failure or defect or both in semiconductor 
products at a certain rate. You must take, at your own responsibility, preventative measures 
including using a sufficient safety design and confirming safety of any equipment or systems 
in/for which the Sanken Products are used, upon due consideration of a failure occurrence rate 
and derating, etc., in order not to cause any human injury or death, fire accident or social harm 
which may result from any failure or malfunction of the Sanken Products. Please refer to the 
relevant specification documents and Sanken’s official website in relation to derating.
No anti-radioactive ray design has been adopted for the Sanken Products.
The circuit constant, operation examples, circuit examples, pattern layout examples, design 

examples, recommended examples, all information and evaluation results based thereon, etc., 
described in this document are presented for the sole purpose of reference of use of the Sanken 
Products.

Sanken assumes no responsibility whatsoever for any and all damages and losses that may be 
suffered by you, users or any third party, or any possible infringement of any and all property 
rights including intellectual property rights and any other rights of you, users or any third party, 
resulting from the Information.
No information in this document can be transcribed or copied or both without Sanken’s prior 

written consent.
Regarding the Information, no license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under 

any intellectual property rights and any other rights of Sanken.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing between Sanken and you, Sanken makes no warranty of any 

kind, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranty (i) as to the quality 
or performance of the Sanken Products (such as implied warranty of merchantability, and 
implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose or special environment), (ii) that any Sanken 
Product is delivered free of claims of third parties by way of infringement or the like, (iii) that 
may arise from course of performance, course of dealing or usage of trade, and (iv) as to the 
Information (including its accuracy, usefulness, and reliability).
In the event of using the Sanken Products, you must use the same after carefully examining all 

applicable environmental laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use or both of any 
particular controlled substances, including, but not limited to, the EU RoHS Directive, so as to be 
in strict compliance with such applicable laws and regulations.
You must not use the Sanken Products or the Information for the purpose of any military 

applications or use, including but not limited to the development of weapons of mass 
destruction. In the event of exporting the Sanken Products or the Information, or providing them 
for non-residents, you must comply with all applicable export control laws and regulations in 
each country including the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and the Foreign 
Exchange and Foreign Trade Act of Japan, and follow the procedures required by such applicable 
laws and regulations.
Sanken assumes no responsibility for any troubles, which may occur during the transportation of 

the Sanken Products including the falling thereof, out of Sanken’s distribution network.
Although Sanken has prepared this document with its due care to pursue the accuracy thereof, 

Sanken does not warrant that it is error free and Sanken assumes no liability whatsoever for any 
and all damages and losses which may be suffered by you resulting from any possible errors or 
omissions in connection with the Information.
Please refer to our official website in relation to general instructions and directions for using the 

Sanken Products, and refer to the relevant specification documents in relation to particular 
precautions when using the Sanken Products.
All rights and title in and to any specific trademark or tradename belong to Sanken and such 

original right holder(s).
DSGN-CEZ-16003
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